
 
Word notes Sunday 01/02/09 Tony Hodge 

Meeting Jesus 
 
Summary 
 
When people met Jesus they were changed and told others about the experience so that even more came 
to see and hear him.  DT shared during the worship from Job 42:1-6 and Tony continued on in that vein of 
the difference between hearing about Jesus and seeing him – meeting him rather than hearing reports 
and how his encounter with Jesus changed his life. 
 
Tony also shared some feedback from the leaders’ AwayDay – there is a pdf version of his slides 
available too.  This led onto his sharing on meeting Jesus and wanting to share Good News as the 
motivation for the things we do. 
 
Application 
 
This week it’s all about Jesus and us meeting him, ask people to share along these lines: 
 
Remembering the first time was this dramatic – like for Pal the Apostle – or a gentle deepening friendship? 
 
What is our current experience of “meeting” with Jesus: when, how, where?  What happens and are we 
again changed by the experience? 
 
How would we explain to someone who does not know Jesus in a personal way how it is that we do? 
 
Witness: 
 
If some have not yet shared their testimony as below, they could do so this week. 
 
Continuing to think about our testimony of Jesus – ask others to do the exercise I put in last weeks notes: 
 
How would you share your testimony of being saved in a simple way?  Ask for a volunteer (or do this 
yourself) to share their story in three minutes. 
 
Homework – each member is to think about and prepare their story to share in three minutes answering 
the question: “How & Why did you become a Christian?”  to share with the Cell over the next few weeks. 
 
This may seem simplistic but has two goals – to help us be prepared and coherent should we be asked, 
and to encourage each other with our stories. 
 


